News, Notes and Queries machinery whilst in motion and required the fencing of such dangerous parts of machinery as flywheels. The Inspector could require the Occupier to fence other dangerous machinery which instruction, if resisted, could be taken to arbitration before the justices.
The 1844 Act also required that medical practitioners, who certified that the young persons entering the factory were at least nine years old, should be appointed by the Factory Inspector. Previously any local practitioner had done this work, a system that had led to much abuse. The Certifying Surgeons appointed under the new Act were required to investigate without delay any accident in a factory that prevented the worker returning by 9 a.m. on the following day. An interesting section of the Act provided that the fines imposed by the Justices might be used for the benefit of young persons' education.
This Act was a major step forward but applied only to textile mills and was successfully opposed by factory occupiers both locally and by their obtaining amendments to it in Parliament in a further Act of 1856. However, the trend to increasing the legislation for safety in factories soon continued and Acts between 1861 and 1867 placed virtually all factories employing fifty persons or more under the Act and in 1871 workshops which had been under the supervision of local authorities were also included. The confused factory legislation of that date was codified in the Act of 1878.
In 1880 the passing of the Employers' Liability Act was found to have a great effect in providing an added incentive to employers to enforce safety measures. In 1895 courts of summary jurisdiction were given power on the complaint of an Inspector to make orders prohibiting the use of dangerous machines or factory until they were made safe, and this Act applied to docks, wharfs, quays and warehouses. Since that time legislation to prevent factory accidents has consisted in extension of the scope and application of the Act, and the making of special rules and regulations for special dangers. SPECIAL 
REGULATIONS
In 1833 the Factory Inspectors held the unusual position of enforcing the Act, acting as magistrates in regard to the Act and being also required to make such rules, regulations and orders as might be necessary, which regulations had the force of law. In 1844 this latter power was transferred to the Secretary of State.
In the early days of the Factories Act as now, the reports of the Inspectors on special risks often formed the basis of subsequent legislation, but in 1867 an Act authorized employers themselves to make special regulations for dangerous trades subject to the approval of the Secretary of State. Under the same Act for the first time certain classes of workers could be excluded from particular work. In 1891, the Secretary of State was given power to make special rules applying to processes certified by him to be dangerous to life or limb. The special rules, however, only applied to individual works in which they were formally adopted. The first codes were made for chemical works, explosive works and for the bottling of aerated water. This rather unsatisfactory system was replaced in the Consolidating Act of 1901 by empowering the Secretary of State to make regulations for any manufacture, machinery, plant, process or description of manual labour used in factories he certified as dangerous. This method has been widely used and there are now over forty such safety regulations.
These Regulations are made after a need for them has been proved from information from Inspectors, other official departments, trade unions and other bodies, and are drawn up following detailed discussion with all interested parties and sometimes the formulation of many drafts. They may be thought of as requiring the standard of safety that the good and enlightened employer using the particular process has already adopted. They range from the simple Felt Hat Regulations of 1902 against fire to the detailed Ionising Radiations (Sealed Sources) Regulations of today.
NOTIFICATION OF ACCIDENTS
The 1844 Act required the notification of any accident that prevented the injured person working next day to be reported to the Certifying Surgeon. This system was found to be unsatisfactory and in 1867 48-hour absence was adopted as a standard in iron mills and blast furnaces and in 1871 generally. The Act of 1891 required an accident that prevented the worker doing five hours' work on any day during the ensuing three days to be reported and the Notices of Accidents Act 1906, required notification for absence of one day for machinery accidents and more than seven days for non-machinery accidents. 
ADMINISTRATION
The first four Factory Inspectors, among whom Leonard Horner, F.R.S., is generally considered primus inter pares, were independent of each other, making their own regulations and concentrating mainly on hours of work, age of young persons and education and reporting separately to the Secretary of State. In 1858 the four principals were reduced to two, Dr. Robert Baker and Alexander Redgrave, the latter becoming Chief Inspector in 1878 on Dr. Robert Baker's retirement. He was succeeded in 1896 as Chief Inspector by Sir Arthur Whitelegge, previously Medical Officer of Health of the West Riding of Yorkshire, in whose time many of the foundations of the present law were laid. The original staff of four Factory Inspectors of 1833 has now grown to 460, including specialists, chemical, engineering, electrical and medical.
VALUE OF LEGISLATION
The difficulties in judging the value of legislation were recognized by a departmental committee on accidents in 1911, which found that any numerical proof or even indication that lessened accident risk followed improvements, unfortunately could not be given on account ofthe unknown influence ofthe many variables operating on accident frequency.
Sir Duncan Wilson, Chief Inspector in 1939, in a paper to the Royal Statistical Society, stressed the same point. Figures cannot be provided because methods of manufacture are continually changing, the numbers at risk vary, the standards of definition of an accident have changed, the percentage of notification may vary as may degrees of employment, insurance benefits, pay during sickness and the amount of voluntary schemes for safety. The complexity in regard to the efficiency of Regulations is shown in the Chief Inspector's report for 1953. In that year, of the accidents caused by particles and splashes in the eyes, only a small proportion occurred in the processes where eye protection was legally required, for which there are two possible reasonsthat legislation is succeeding, or that it is too limited in scope. That legislation is limited in scope is well known, but when the large variety of causes of eye accidents is studied, it is realized how complex is the problem of usefully extending legislation.
No one, however, can read the early reports and have any doubts of a great decline in the incidence of serious accidents in factories. Evidence is available in figures such as Dr. Robert Baker's in 1840 already quoted and Sir Wilfred Garrett's reminiscences in 1941 of a large steel works which he had known all his career from a junior to chief inspector in which the number employed had remained stable. In 1911 the works had an average of two fatal accidents a month and a ward in the local hospital was known by the name of the factory because it was always full of factory accidents. In 1941 the ward was no longer exclusively filled with factory accidents and the works were much disturbed at more than two fatal accidents a year. In 1965 it is certain that this accident rate has been equally reduced.
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News, Notes and Queries The value of legislation and the speed with which it may be introduced depends to a large extent upon public opinion. In a special supplement on the Factory Act of 1937 an earlier statement of the Times on public health legislation is quoted 'Mr. Chadwick and Dr. Southwood Smith have been deposed. The people of England prefer to take their chance with cholera and the rest rather than be bullied into health'. Parliament continued to pass legislation to prevent epidemic disease and factory accidents but as the Times says 'legislation has never been allowed to advance too far in front of public opinion.'
